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ABSTRACT
Successful traditional narrative is often described as a bal-
ance between those aspects that are familiar and those that
are new; between the degree to which those aspects are
resonant with reader dispositions towards form or content
– and the degree to which they indispose readers, unset-
tling them in various ways with engaging novelty. Perhaps
the development of similarly engaging, novel works of in-
teractive fiction could benefit from more expressive author-
ing/developing tools. This paper describes some work we
have done to explore this in terms of a system for devel-
oping works of interactive fiction that give readers/players
of such works the ability to write programs as part of their
interaction with the stories/games.

1. INTRODUCTION
What can we do if we want to create interesting works

of interactive fiction (IF) – works that are something other
than “playing a game with a back-story” or “providing a
joystick for a narrative experience”? Surveying the majority
of IF works, one is struck by their similarity to each other; by
and large, the genre as a whole does not yet seem to display
traditional literature’s diversity – nor does it seem to have
“come into its own”, successfully fusing and transcending its
twin origins.

One approach to innovation is familiar from traditional
story-telling: “make a theory.” There is a great deal of work
in this vein, to identify aspects of games, narrative, and tech-
nology, and propose theoretical models of good (new) form
[7, 8]; there is also some fascinating applied IF research,
with theories realized in a variety of interesting systems [3,
10, 13, 11, 12, 6, 4]. However, although there is a growing
body of theoretical work about IF, there does not yet seem to
be any fully satisfactory means of facilitating the creation of
innovative IF works. Indeed, the history of story-telling sug-
gests that narrative innovators often feel they can do quite
well without a theory, thank you very much; practitioners
often innovate in the praxis of creating stories (whether or
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not such innovative praxis is based on “having an implicit
theory” is another story, so to speak).

So, although there has been a growth in recent years of IF
theory, it may be also be fruitful to study and develop the
expressiveness of the tools that are available to IF authors
– tools that may allow them to experiment with creating
alternatives. To be sure, there are excellent authoring tools
for IF, and there is even innovative research in this area
[5]; but by and large, IF tools are designed to support the
creation of works that involve a reader/player-as-object in-
teracting with and manipulating a world of objects. One
could say that this model of objects that can change state
almost entirely dominates the genre – not only in terms of
the works created, but also in terms of the tools for author-
ing such works. The majority of languages for implementing
IF works tend to be strongly imperative and object-oriented.
This may be appropriate for IF that tends to be linear1,
includes various kinds of objects (rooms, containers, agents,
and the like), and is event-based. But it does tend to impose
constraints for authors who would like to develop alternative
forms. Indeed, IF newsgroups regularly contain discussions
about interesting design-changes that developers would like
to explore in the creation of specific works – and complaints
that existing IF languages are not flexible enough to allow
such experiments without major effort.

So, one possible contributing factor is the similarity of
paradigm among the different authoring-languages for IF –
a similarity which may contribute to a similarity in the works
created with those otherwise different languages. Of course
there are innovative examples of IF created with such lan-
guages. However, it also seems possible that different pro-
gramming paradigms can help inspire different, innovative
IF forms. Said another way, different language paradigms
make it practical (i.e., realistic) for programmers to build
different classes of programs – and if one particular pro-
gramming language makes it easier than another to, say,
use recursion or higher-order functions, we might expect
such techniques to inform the kinds of the stories/games
in different ways.

It might therefore be worth developing IF authoring-tools
based on a variety of programming paradigms. Such tools
could contribute to the discovery and development of in-
novative game and narrative forms – forms that are very
different from existing examples of games and narratives.
And this, in turn, could hopefully contribute to the devel-

1By “linear” we mean that the IF work is structured as
a sequence for players – puzzles to solve or “experiences”
sequenced according to some model of a satisfying narrative
arc – whatever other non-linear options players may have.



opment of IF as a genre consisting of substantially more
than “moving player-objects through an appropriately ar-
ranged sequence of experiences – from place to place within
a larger, well-structured place (world).”

Such a research interest may seem slightly ironic in the
context of dispositio, rooted as it is in the concept of place.
But this idea of “placing” story/structure elements in some
arrangement is only one aspect of dispositio. Another as-
pect, especially as it relates to the creation and experience
of works of art, involves dis-placement. That is, works of art
are often successful precisely because they resonate with our
dispositions while simultaneously indisposing us in various
ways.

This idea has, of course, been the basis of numerous in-
sights in narrative theory. For example, twentieth century
practitioners and theorists such as Bertolt Brecht and Roland
Barthes have made much of the ways in which innovative
narrative techniques can make narratives “alien”, thus facil-
itating reader/ audience awareness of stories-as-stories. And
in this awareness, they claim, is a deeper appreciation of
narrative: story structure can make us aware of narrative
conventions and cognitive expectations – and by subverting
them in various ways, engage us as readers. Similar claims
are also made for successful games: that they are a felicitous
blend of rules and chance – of control and uncertainty.

To a certain extent it would be possible for IF works to
attain this through techniques of “structured randomness”
(in the spirit of, say, John Cage or “happenings”). However,
an alternative is the development of appropriate authorial
techniques for unsettling or surprising the audience – with-
out alienating the audience to the point where the works are
completely unrecognizable or meaningless. Such techniques
could be relevant to a wide variety of IF concerns, includ-
ing those that emphasizes innovation on the part of either
the author/designer, the reader/player, or the “encounter”
between author, reader, and work.

In order to begin exploring the potential of expressive
tools for creating innovative IF works, we have been work-
ing on the implementation of a small IF authoring-language
for creating a particular class of IF-works. In particular, we
have been interested to see “what kinds of interactive sto-
ries we can think with a different kind of authoring tool.”
To do this, we implemented a small authoring environment
with Scheme, a predominantly functional programming lan-
guage that is particularly good for designing other program-
ming languages. Thus, one of the things “we have thought”
has been been the possibility of creating IF works that en-
courage readers/players to write programs as part of read-
ing/playing. This leads to the second point about the re-
lationship between IF works, authors, readers, and encoun-
ters: the potential of such IF works raises a number of inter-
esting suggestions about the possibilities of readers/players
to actively participate in the creation of the works they
read/play.

Of course, in recent years, some work has been done to
make it possible for game-developers to more easily extend
the underlying game-engines [2] and script the behaviors
of “non-player characters” (NPCs) [9]; it is also becoming
more common for certain classes of games to support player-
scripting of player-controlled agents or groups (e.g., squads,
divisions, armies). However, there does not seem to be much
work on developing IF works that support the use of pro-
gramming by players/readers of such works. Thus, we have
explored this as an interesting feature for an IF authoring
tool to support.

The remainder of this paper briefly describes our method,
the implemented system, an illustrative example of play-
ing the implemented game, some limitations of the current
implementation, and some insights about IF-language de-
sign based on the work to date. The paper concludes with a
broader discussion of some ways that programming language
paradigms can inform the creation of interactive narrative.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
Our method may be summarized as follows. Choose an

implementation language, build a version of the standard
IF reference game (“Cloak of Darkness”) in our implemen-
tation language, and then experiment with different trans-
formations to the game that derive from the possibility of
giving players the capability of writing programs as part of
playing the game – that is, we implemented different trans-
formations to the game-world and game-play that were sug-
gested by concepts, mechanisms, and techniques from the
implementation language.

Since Scheme is not commonly used for game-development,
it is worth saying a few words about this choice. Of course
it is possible (and common) to implement languages in lan-
guages other than Scheme. So, in one sense, the choice of
Scheme merely provides a flexible and powerful prototyping
language that allowed us to experiment with a variety of dif-
ferent implementations of the game-world and possibilities
for players. On the other hand, the choice of Scheme did also
provide inspiration and ideas for the design of the world and
player-language that might not have been the case if we had
chosen, say, Java or C++, as the implementation language.
In particular, the choice of Scheme helped us to think about
the design of the game-world in terms of meta-programming.
That is, to think about the game-world as a program –
and the player’s role in terms of the creation and execu-
tion of different classes of programs. These different classes
of programs might include such things as interpreters, shells
(“command prompts”), operating systems, various kinds of
self-referential and self-modifying meta-programs, and even
programming languages themselves.

With this in mind, the choice of the actual implementation
(or game developer) language also led to a consideration of
different kinds of programming techniques and mechanisms
afforded by that language; and this, as we will see, in turn
informed the design of the actual game.

2.1 Reference Implementation
The IF community generally accepts a particular refer-

ence implementation as a minimum requirement for an IF
language. The implementation is known as Cloak of Dark-
ness and is briefly described below.

“Cloak of Darkness” is not going to win prizes for
its prose, imagination or subtlety. Or scope: it
can be played to a successful conclusion in five or
six moves, so it’s not going to keep you guessing
for long. There are just three rooms and three
objects.

• The Foyer of the Opera House is where the game be-
gins. This empty room has doors to the south and
west, also an unusable exit to the north. There is no-
body else around.

• The Bar lies south of the Foyer, and is initially unlit.
Trying to do anything other than return northwards
results in a warning message about disturbing things
in the dark.



• On the wall of the Cloakroom, to the west of the Foyer,
is fixed a small brass hook.

• Taking an inventory of possessions reveals that the
player is wearing a black velvet cloak which, upon ex-
amination, is found to be light-absorbent. The player
can drop the cloak on the floor of the Cloakroom or,
better, put it on the hook.

• Returning to the Bar without the cloak reveals that
the room is now lit. A message is scratched in the
sawdust on the floor.

• The message reads either “You have won” or “You
have lost”, depending on how much it was disturbed
by the player while the room was dark.

• The act of reading the message ends the game.

Source: http://www.firthworks.com/roger/cloak/

Figure 1 illustrates some of the game-states, player-options,
and player-commands in a brief example-game of Cloak of
Darkness.

2.2 Limitations
For this project, we did not focus on the problem of de-

signing either an appropriate developer or an appropriate
player language. Each of these is an interesting problem in
its own right, and one to pursue in the future. For now,
the focus is on the kinds of world features and phenomena
inspired by a language such as Scheme – and on the kinds of
things that a player/programmer might be able to do with
such a language.

Thus, we were not concerned with issue of developer-
language design – or how to learn (or how easy it is to learn)
the particular developer-language.2 Similarly, there are a
number of ways we could modify the design of the player-
language to make it more familiar (few parenthesis, infix
notation, etc.). But for this research, we assume that both
developers and players of our example game are reasonably
familiar with Scheme itself.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For this system, we implemented Scheme of Darkness

(SoD), a variation of Cloak of Darkness. Although the com-
plete design and implementation of SoD involves a number
of different game-play features and constraints, for this pa-
per we will simply highlight the fact that it is a multiplayer
game in which players can create programs as part of playing
the game. In fact, players can treat most of the game ele-
ments – and the game-engine itself – as programs they can
modify in real-time. Below we describe some of the main fea-
tures of SoD, describe an example game in narrative form,
and show an example of that brief game.

• In SoD two players can compete with each other to be
the first player to a) remove cloak in Cloak Room, and
then, b) read the winning message in the Bar. They
can take various actions to achieve this goal – and may
also take actions to prevent the opponent from winning
first.

2Note, however, that we have created a suitable developer-
abstraction for ourselves – one that we use to implement the
end-user language.

Hurrying through the rainswept November night,
you’re glad to see the bright lights of the Opera
house. It’s surprising that there aren’t more
people about but, hey, what do you expect in a
cheap demo game...?

FOYER OF THE OPERA HOUSE
You are standing in a spacious hall, splendidly
decorated in red and gold, with glittering
chandeliers overhead. The entrance from the street
is to the north, and there are doorways south and
west.

> west

CLOAKROOM
The walls of this small room were clearly once lined
with hooks, though now only one remains. The exit is
a door to the east.

> hang
(the velvet cloak on the small brass hook)
(first taking it off)

You take off the velvet cloak.
You put the velvet cloack on the small brass hook.

[Your score has just gone up by one point.]

> east

FOYER OF THE OPERA HOUSE

> south

FOYER BAR
The bar, much rougher than you’d have guessed after
the opulence of the foyer to the north, is
completely empty. There seems to be some sort of
message scrawled in the sawdust on the floor.

> read
(the scrawled message)
The message, neatly marked in the sawdust, reads ...

*** YOU HAVE WON ***

Figure 1: Cloak of Darkness, sample game

• The initial world is largely the same, consisting of
the Foyer, the Cloak Room, and the (darkened) Bar.
When the game begins, both players are in the Foyer.
Each player then tries to be the first to win the game.

• In addition to such traditional commands such as move,
look, drop, and the like, it is also possible for players
to create different kinds of programs. These programs
can range from relatively simple aliases for existing
commands, to simple scripts that transform multiple
commands into a single (named) command, to more
complex programs that create alternative behaviors for
existing game-commands, to even more complex pro-
grams such as false game-prompts.

In fact, players are able to programmatically change al-
most anything about the world: they can rebind game-
commands to new commands, redefine existing com-
mands, and modify the existing game-elements and
behaviors.3

3SoD also differs from the original by the fact that it in-



• Each player has a separate window onto the shared
world. Players do not see what each other type, but
only the results of another player’s actions. This means
that players do not see whether/how the other player
creates new programs. However, both players have ac-
cess to any programs created by either player (i.e., by
“guessing” or trying possible commands).

With one exception, play is turn-based, with control
switching automatically between players. The excep-
tion: when a player simply defines a new program it is
not considered a full turn.

• SoD differs from Cloak of Darkness (and many games
of that type) in that there is an assumption that play-
ers know the winning conditions before they start. It
is not a mystery (or puzzle) in that sense; to the extent
there is challenge in the game, it comes from anticipat-
ing and handling the inventiveness of the other player.

In order to illustrate several different kinds of program-
creation in Scheme of Darkness, Figure 2 (at the end of this
document) is a brief example-game between two players.

To situate the example, here is a brief narrative summary
of the game. At first the two players do simple things: look
at the inventory of things they carry, “sleep” (to see if any-
thing interesting happens as “time passes”), and move from
one place to the next. Then, Player 2 creates his own aliases
for the move command and uses it. Then, by guessing the
existence of the new alias, Player 1 moves by using the alias
created by Player 2. Meanwhile, Player 2 gets nervous about
the idea of aliases for primitives; what if a primitive (or even
an alias) is redefined? So Player 2 creates another alias for
move – one that will allow him to still move if the move-
primitive is redefined, but which is harder for the other
player to guess and change. But Player 1 is much more
clever than that; she redefines the primitive move-command
so that it will put a player inside a false game loop. Sure
enough, the next time Player 2 tries to move, he falls into the
false-prompt and is trapped. However, since control remains
with him, he doesn’t immediately realize he is trapped; he
types the command for look and then realizes that no mat-
ter what command he gives, he will simply be shown his
inventory.

Even with this minimal example, hopefully it is clear how
there are many other interesting possibilities for innovative
game-play. To highlight a few of those possibilities, consider
some additional ways to leverage the potential of fake game-
loops.

Players can:

• create their own syntax. That is, without even wor-
rying about creating “traps” for each other, a fake
prompt specifies a specific syntax, and can simply func-
tion as a “syntactic interface” to the underlying game-
commands

• design a fake-prompt so it looks like the “real” prompt.
Thus, in cases where it is possible to “escape” from a
fake-prompt, it may still take some time for players to

cludes a robot in the world when the game begins – and the
ability for players to create their own robots. A robot is sim-
ply a particular kind of program running inside the game,
and it can be instructed to do things so that, for example,
players can explore some part of the environment without
putting their own characters at risk. We will not discuss the
robot further in this paper.

notice that they are not working within the original
game-loop

• implement the fake-prompt so that “trapped” players
use one command (e.g., move) – but it actually exe-
cutes a different command in the “real” game (e.g.,
drop cloak)

4. DISCUSSION
Once we started using Scheme to develop a particular

work, we rapidly started thinking in terms of such things
as REPLs (“Read Evaluate Print Loops”) – how players
could interacted with a shared REPL, how to implement
the entire game-world in purely functional terms, and the
like. Some of these ideas have already been implemented as
part of SoD – and some have not.

In some cases, there is no principled or practical reason
why such designs cannot work – and, indeed, everything sug-
gests that they can be interesting as part of reader/player
experience. So, for example, the full design-specification
of SoD also includes the ability for players to treat larger
aspects of the game – such as geographical layout of the
world – as running programs that can be modified in var-
ious ways; thus, a player could insert an additional door
next to the door from Foyer to Cloak Room – and create
a fake “look-alike” Bar in between the Foyer and the real
Bar. Although there is no technical barrier to implementing
this functionality, we have not yet completed this feature
at the time of writing this paper. Other possibilities also
seem interesting: distinctive aspects of recursive processes
(tail-recursion, tree-recursion, etc.) can form the basis for a
number of interesting possibilities, such as the run-time gen-
eration of world-elements and geography; and higher-order
procedures – procedures that can take procedures as argu-
ments and can return procedures as values – suggest such
things as “Cat in the Hat”-like agents.

In other cases, the issues are less clear. For example, as of
this writing we are still exploring the consequences of allow-
ing players to create their own false-prompts. The challenge,
from a game-design perspective, is that a game would prob-
ably not be interesting if players were able to “fall into a
false-REPL” without being able to get out of it. Although
there are a number of reasonable ways to resolve this, we are
not yet fully satisfied with any of them. Nonetheless, the po-
tential of such false-prompts seems intuitively worth further
work to see if a satisfying resolution can be developed.

Similarly, the ability to redefine game-primitives raises is-
sues of game design. Although this feature is available in
standard Scheme implementations, the developer has the
ability to reset the system “from scratch.” In SoD, “reset-
ting the system” is not usually going to be a viable option
for players – which leads to some design issues. If a player
redefines a game-primitive, such as move, so that it is bound
to sleep, then there is no way for either player to use (or
even access) the original move – and thus there is a risk they
will have no way to control their movement in the game. In
our current implementation, we simply leave this as a “chal-
lenge” for the players; that is, they need to be aware that
they can be trapped by such redefinitions and build appro-
priate safeguards. Nonetheless, this solution as it stands can
still lead to play that simply “stalls”, so it is not fully sat-
isfactory. One design alternative is to restrict the rebinding
of certain primitives in various ways; another option is to
have an “unbind” command.

Another unresolved design issue is related to the specifics
of the user-language available to the reader/player. In the



specific case of SoD, it happens that the user-language is
the same as the implementation language and thus mirrors
its specific syntax; this, of course, is not strictly necessary
– but it has some interesting advantages and disadvantages.
One advantage is the possibility of certain kinds of interest-
ing narrative/game complexity from meta-programming. A
disadvantage is that the complexity or unfamiliarity of the
language may be a barrier to use.

But perhaps the largest unresolved issue is the degree to
which the choice of a particular programming – as opposed to
narrative – paradigm can actually contribute to the develop-
ment of IF authoring-tools for creating innovative narrative
works. That is, our work on SoD is obviously very much
at the game-playing end of the IF spectrum. We took the
Cloak of Darkness “story” as a given and concentrated on
transformations of game-play, rather than transformations
of narrative form. Such systems as the one we developed
may help IF authors (or players) make more interesting puz-
zles, problems, and games for each other – but they leave
open the questions about the creation of interesting narra-
tive.

Of course, aspects of game and narrative design interact,
so player-inventiveness could take place along either game-
or narrative-dimensions. For example, players can treat each
other as opponents and create puzzles/problems to make it
difficult to win the game – or they can treat each other as an
“audience,” where the emphasis is on the dynamic creation
of entertainments/diversions that constitute an interesting
and unique shared experience. And, of course, these are not
mutually exclusive options. In the best of cases, one can
imagine real-time, co-adaptive game and story-creation, as
with the way some children’s games evolve: the rules, goals,
and play emerging as a result of the process of playing itself.

From a wider perspective, the use of particular technical
tools by an author/designer can have interesting expressive
consequences for the kinds of experience created for read-
ers/players. One could make the case that the difference
between the authorial use of pen, typewriter, or word pro-
cessor contributes to attendant changes in the writing style
of the works produced. Similarly, it could be said that the
invention of three-point perspective in art contributed more
than a “simple” technical improvement to visual represen-
tation; it may have also contributed to a shift in focus, from
painting as “temporal stories” to painting as “snapshots in
time.” In non-computational literature, authors as diverse
as Laurence Stern, Vladimir Nabokov, Peter Handke, Ursula
Le Guin, and Italo Calvino have used innovative narrative
structures and techniques to create playful literary works
that engage readers in meditations about questions such as,
“what is a story?”

It does seem possible that providing players with the power
to create in-game programs can facilitate the development
of innovative narrative structures. Thus, for SoD, a possible
narrative question that readers/players could raise is, “what
is an ending?” But we certainly would not want to make
any ambitious claims for our modest work to date – nor
even suggest that such player-invention will happen. So, al-
though we feel that the ability for players to program as part
of play does suggest some interesting narrative possibilities,
to the extent that there is any narrative “innovation”, it is
“emergent”, much as it is in systems such as The Sims. The
novelty of the narrative experience is “whatever the players
make it.” Nonetheless, there is much that is suggestive for
the interplay between the technical ideas that inform story-
creation and the expressive range of story-structures. And

independently of whether we have been able to solve any
particular design problems, we are nonetheless happy to be
engaged in this class of design problem. That is, our experi-
ence as designers/developers is one in which we are working
with interesting IF design issues.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have emphasized some of the advantages

of using different programming paradigms as the basis for
IF authoring-tools. SoD is a particular example of a work
created this way; in this case, it involves creating a game
infrastructure that encourages and supports programming
by players/readers. Such a model suggests interesting pos-
sibilities for designers as well as for players. In particular,
designers of such games become meta-designers – program-
mers who develop programming frameworks for players-as-
programmers. Furthermore, for this project we have been
meta-meta programmers: designing for designers/authors of
such programmable IF works, and our experience may also
suggest some useful insights for other meta-designers. One
of the techniques we used is well-known to programmers fa-
miliar with the implementation and design of programming
languages, particularly interpreted languages. Namely, the
implementation of a meta-circular interpreter [1] – or an in-
terpreter implemented in the language which it is intended
to interpret.

Readers familiar with emacs will recognize this as a vari-
ation on the emacs implementation strategy. Emacs is
(among other things) an editor that supports the develop-
ment of computer-programs – and is largely implemented in
such a way that the emacs editor can be used to modify
and extend the emacs editor itself. That is, emacs is built
in a language where a minimal “core” of that language is
implemented in some lower-level language – and the rest of
the language is implemented with that “core.” Most of the
implementation language, then, exists as a modifiable “ex-
tension language” available to users of the editor. Providing
extension-languages with applications is very useful when
users of the applications may want to add their own func-
tionality to those applications. In the case of Emacs, the
extension-language happens to be the same as the implement-
ation-language of the application and most of the applica-
tion’s actual source-code can be modified by users of the
application; this allows users to customize the application
in quite radical ways.

Techniques like this can also be very useful in the develop-
ment of new programming languages; they make it easy to
experiment with variations on the designed language itself.
And this concept – of making it easy to experiment with
language design – seems like a powerful idea for the devel-
opment of both IF languages and IF works. This involves
more than simply adding this or that feature for IF design-
ers (“more rooms” or “dynamic reconfiguration of world-
layout”), rather, it supports immediate changes to aspects
of the IF language itself. This is obviously helpful in sit-
uations where one is experimenting with the possibility of
IF works that provide programming capabilities to players
– but it also seems more generally useful as a model for
designers and users of IF languages.

This is an example of one of our original concerns, re-
formulated in terms of the designers of IF authoring tools
rather than in terms of authors of IF : rather than simply
making theories about appropriate and interesting tools for
IF authors, as developers of IF authoring tools we are build-
ing and testing different possibilities.



With regard to this overall goal of increasing the expres-
siveness of IF authoring-tools, it is important to stress that
it is not Scheme nor functional programming in particular
that is our main interest. We could have chosen to explore
possible design consequences of developing an IF language
within a constraint-based or connectionist or production-
system paradigm. Similarly, our work to date takes Cloak
of Darkness as a self-imposed constraint to focus the devel-
opment of a particular IF authoring-language and to explore
ways in which a very limited IF “narrative” could be trans-
formed with it. It will be interesting to explore whether and
how we can begin to develop more interesting IF narratives
with our IF authoring-language.

5.1 Directions for Future Research
In closing, we would like to indicate two classes of in-

teresting future work: elaborating specific features of SoD
and tool/language features for authoring such systems – and
transforming such work into useful IF theories.

As an example of future tool-design, it would be interest-
ing to extend the existing implementation of SoD to sup-
port runtime graphical/multimedia transformations. We
can imagine many nice extensions to this basic concept of
user-programming, allowing players to, for example, pro-
grammatically control and change how aspects of the story/
world appear or sound.

Similarly, with SoD we have not yet explored some ob-
vious concepts that arises from using a language such as
Scheme: self-reference, self-modification, the use of contin-
uations to manipulate temporal flow, and the like. And
such explorations may actually contribute to a better under-
standing of potential interplay between game and narrative
structure. Films such as Christopher Nolan’s Memento and
works of fiction such as Calvino’s If On a Winter’s Night
a Traveler are self-referential – but there is also a partic-
ular semantic dimension to them that is interesting from
the perspective of narrative theory. Namely, the content of
such works explicitly references their narrative techniques
– and the narrative techniques explicitly parallel the con-
tent. Some of the more interesting works of IF also have
this quality. Photopia by Adam Cadre and The Dr. K–
Project by Brandon Rickman, for example, each play with
expectations about interactivity in IF; in Photopia, play-
ers/readers cannot actually make choices of consequence –
and the story itself involves questions about free will and
choice. The quality of such “self-reflection” may be an in-
dicator of progress in the emergence of new forms; it may
be no coincidence that Don Quixote, widely considered the
first Western novel, is an extended meditation on the nature
of literature. Such stories, in a very real sense, become what
they are about. And such examples – where structure, tech-
nique, and content start to co-inform each other – suggest
ways in which IF tool-design that makes use of concepts
from different programming paradigms could support the
expressive efforts of authors of innovative IF works.

Given what we have said so far about the importance of
tools for creating innovative IF, it may be surprising that we
are interested in the potential of such work to also inform
IF theory. Nonetheless, for us there is no contradiction: the
work on tools and example works can inform the elabora-
tion of new theory – and such theory can, of course, inform
further experimental work. As an example of a more theo-
retical concern, consider that the role of the reader/player
in typical IF is either largely conceived as one of narrative
decoder or game-player/puzzle-solver. But our work to date

on SoD suggests a third possible role – one closer to Barthes’
notion of the reader/critic as producer, rather than simply
as a narrative consumer. In an IF work in which the act of
“reading” blurs with the act of “programming,” the reader
can become literally (!) productive in practice.

Indeed, in such a system, the reader/player’s dispositions
and the disposition of the text/game may even become co-
constructive in interesting ways.
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Player 1 Player 2

FOYER OF THE OPERA HOUSE

You are standing in a spacious hall, splendidly

decorated in red and gold, with glittering

chandeliers overhead. The entrance from the

street is to the north, and there are doorways

south and west.

> (inventory)

Inventory:

1: blue velvet cloak

FOYER OF THE OPERA HOUSE

You are standing in a spacious hall, splendidly

decorated in red and gold, with glittering

chandeliers overhead. The entrance from the

street is to the north, and there are doorways

south and west.

> (sleep)

Time passes ...

> (move ’west)

CLOAKROOM

The walls of this small room were clearly once

lined with hooks, though now only one remains.

The exit is a door to the east.

> (define m move)

ok

> (m ’south)

DARKNESS

The bar, it is pitch black in here.

> (m ’east)

FOYER OF THE OPERA HOUSE

> (define my:move move)

ok

> (my:move ’north)

FOYER OF THE OPERA HOUSE

> (define (move arg)

(read)

(display "Trapped: ")

(inventory)

(newline)

(move arg))

ok

> (m ’south)

DARKNESS

The bar, it is pitch black in here.

> (move ’east)

> (look)

Trapped:

Inventory:

1: blue velvet cloak

Figure 2: Scheme of Darkness, sample game


